Song at the EHRS meeting in Sochi, May 2011
Melody: This Ole House

This old club that we are joining
has been with us 40 years
It all started back in Paris
and from thereon many cheers.
We have meet in many places
also got another name
Here are always happy faces
and Society the same.

Now it’s May and we are meeting
Well it’s histamine again
Lots of science lots of eating
and we gather with our friends
So we say Good bye
and thanks to ROMAN - it was heaven here!
Now it’s May and we are meeting
Singing HISTAMINE, Hurrah, hurrah!

2. Starting up the celebration
Wilfried talked about the start
of the Histamine Creation
and up to the state of art.
Maddies poster decoration
showing us all forty years.
A fantastic exhibition
giving us both laughs and tears.
Chorus:

3. Papadopoulos and Jutel
giving lectures on the spot.
Viruses – Immune Responses
were the topics – really hot!
Allergy and Inflammation
and H4 receptor best.
Rob Thurmond with acclamation
had a lecture for Geoff West.
Chorus:

4. Histamine in Globus Pallidus
and third receptor loop.
Histamine in Human Nevus
and in cancer was a scoop.
Histamine in dermatitis
Igor Guschin could not come
Histamine with bad arthritis
Stuck in Airport there were some
Chorus:

5. For our afternoon excursion
we went down to Stalin’s ground
There we listened to discussion
where they had a table round.
For the lecture on the last day
we went up to mountain hill.
It was fascinating nice way
looking up it was a thrill.
Chorus:

6. After very late withdrawal
we did not know what to say.
But Patrizio did save all
Brilliantly he made the day!
Many Young Investigators
have been talking very well
of both 3 and 4 receptors
and of pancreatic cell.
Chorus:

7. At the luncheon at the Trout’s Farm
We were shown the Russian way
Lots of Vodka lots of warm charm
We have had a lovely stay.
Now we see that time has flown fast
We must all to ROMAN cheer
Maddie is calling us to Belfast
Where we meet again next year!
Chorus:
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